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A vision for a hip, modern, 21st century urban neighborhood 

 

June 15, 2017 

 

New York State - Empire State Development (ESD) 

Finger Lakes Regional Economic Development Council (FLREDC) 

400 Andrews Street, Suite 300 

Rochester, NY 14604 

 

 

Re: Amended Addendum for inclusion with the City of Rochester’s 2017 DRI Application 

 

 

Dear ESD and FLREDC, 

 

Please find enclosed, a copy of our amended addendum for inclusion with the City of Rochester’s 2017 

DRI Application, for revitalization of the Lyell Avenue corridor and the Little Italy Historic District. 

 

Please confirm receipt of this letter and the amended addendum file sent today via the “We Transfer” 

large file sharing service.  Thank you sincerely for your very kind consideration. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
 

Silvano D. Orsi, LL.M. 

Chairman and President 

(585) 478-9494 | sdorsi@live.com  
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A vision for a hip, modern, 21st century urban neighborhood 
 

June 13, 2017                                Via Email: lovely.warren@cityofrochester.org 

                          alex.yudelson@cityofrochester.org  

                          baye.muhammad@cityofrochester.org   

Hon. Mayor Lovely A. Warren 

City of Rochester, New York 

City Hall - 30 Church Street 

Rochester, NY 14614 

 

Re: Little Italy Neighborhood Association’s Submission to City of Rochester for DRI Application 2017 

 

Dear Mayor Warren, 

 

 Please find enclosed our complete submission for inclusion in the City of Rochester’s Downtown 

Revitalization Initiative (“DRI”) Application 2017, as requested by the City of Rochester on June 12, 2017. 

 

 This information is respectfully submitted in consideration, and with full mutual understanding 

that once submitted by the City of Rochester in its 2017 DRI Application, it will form agreement between 

the aforementioned parties that any funding received by the City of Rochester as a result of this 

submission and said 2017 DRI Application, will be utilized in cooperation with the Little Italy Neighborhood 

Association (a 501c3 non-profit corporation and NY State-authorized district management corporation) 

exclusively for the revitalization, improvement and development of the Lyell Avenue corridor, and more 

specifically, to benefit the proposed Little Italy Historic District, indicated in the enclosed district map. 

 

 We are truly honored to have been selected as the single-most needy downtown area of our city, 

and focal point of this year’s DRI application.  The Little Italy Historic District presents a great opportunity. 

It will become a new economic driver for the Rochester area and the entire Upstate NY region, and if 

selected as a finalist and winner by NYS, the DRI funding will greatly enhance the lives of thousands of 

impoverished people in the area.  It will help alleviate poverty, create new jobs and promote not only a 

re-birth of this vital gateway to our city, but also create a magical and attractive downtown destination 

place that the entire community may celebrate and enjoy together, as a true treasure of our city.   

 

We are very grateful to you for believing in us and our very inclusive vision, and for valuing the over 150 

years of exciting history that the district represents.  We are also very grateful to Governor Cuomo, Empire 

State Development, NY State and the selection committee, for their very kind consideration.   
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 We sincerely look forward to working with you, the City of Rochester, NY State and the 

community, to together capitalize on this well-defined downtown area’s great history, and turn it around, 

into a positive community contributor, for the benefit of the entire community and region. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
 

Silvano D. Orsi, LL.M. 

Chairman and President 

Little Italy Neighborhood Association, Inc. 

Tel: (585) 478-949 | Personal Email: sdorsi@live.com  

mailto:info@LittleItalyROC.com
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City of Rochester, NY 

Submission to the Downtown Revitalization Initiative 
 

June 14, 2017 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 “The revitalization of downtown Rochester must engage and retain young adults as 

residents who want to live and work in cities. A recent Urban Land Institute and League of 

Cities study of downtown Rochester identified an immediate need to re-activate the 

Genesee Riverfront and Main St by targeting diverse young adults and bringing vibrancy to 

the fronts of downtown buildings.” (Taken from the City of Rochester 2016 DRI application) 
 

 While these areas of the City described above are the highlights of the current 

economic resurgence in Rochester, there are other areas just as worthy of improvement, 

chief among them being the Lyell Avenue corridor, herein identified as Lyell Avenue from 

State Street to Dewey Avenue, and more specifically, the proposed Little Italy Historic 

District.  This area is considered the most vital west side “gateway” to the City.  It is an area 

of both commercial and residential use; there are industrial structures, small to medium 

commercial structures, multi-family buildings and single family residences within the area 

under consideration.  The corridor suffers from a lack of modern transportation (roadways, 

sidewalks, lighting, signage), lack of public/community events and an urgent need for 

overall infrastructure improvements, right-sizing of surface parking, traffic calming elements, 

as well as a lack of unified public realm elements – such as engaging storefronts, ample 

sidewalks for outside activities, improvements to encourage walkability and safe lighting. 
 

 This area of the city has a rich, strong and lengthy ethnic history as one of its main 

underpinnings. It had not only been the nexus of Italian immigration in the Rochester area – 

the first Italian immigrant came to this area in the late1860’s.  Other ethnic groups as well, 

later established themselves on the Lyell corridor. To this day it is a mix of many cultures: 

Italian / Hispanic / Middle Eastern / African-American.  Based on the area’s extensive 

history, the Little Italy Neighborhood Association developed the concept of a renaissance, 

and to commemorate the history of Rochester’s “Little Italy Historic District”; to bring focus 

to and form a framework for rebuilding, rebranding and a re-birth of this well-defined 

neighborhood area and vital gateway of Rochester, which has been neglected for decades, 

but presents a great opportunity for the injection of revitalization funding and development. 
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 The Little Italy Neighborhood Association is partnering with the City of Rochester, 

the Landmark Society of Western NY, and the Community Design Center of Rochester, to 

create an historic district, which will utilize the parties experience and the district’s historic 

past, to build a better future for the Lyell corridor, and create a sustainable neighborhood for 

the City of Rochester, which will benefit the entire community and region. 

 

 “The process of re-activating downtown will create jobs, and it is imperative that we 

give these jobs to the people who need the work the most.” (Taken from the City of 

Rochester 2016 DRI application) 

 

 While Rochester’s downtown Center City District (CCD) is experiencing dramatic 

Live / Work / Play growth, by contrast, the Lyell Avenue corridor has languished for years. 

Laying just outside and to the west of the CCD, it has been a repository of chronic crime; 

from petty theft to robbery, assault and prostitution, even with various City efforts to install 

satellite police stations and direct access City offices within the neighborhood.  
 

 One of the main reasons that the neighborhood area is impoverished, is that it is 

missing a true economic driver that would generate a more sustainable and model urban 

neighborhood, and a pilot structure that would create a sense of optimism and opportunity 

for area residents.  
 

 Other factors that negatively affect this area are a significant percentage of absentee 

landlord rental properties and dilapidated, vacant and/or abandoned commercial structures. 

Many area residents struggle with dysfunctional families and elements of society. Young 

citizens who grow up in the area, find little to retain them in the neighborhood, after 

completing local education, and find themselves wanting / needing to leave their community 

for better futures elsewhere.  One of the most basic tenants in the creation of a viable and 

sustainable neighborhood and district, is the retention of its residents, by creating a renewal 

of regional and cultural pride, a sense of place, and personal investment in their community. 

 

Although developers are partnering with government to create new living spaces within 

iconic buildings in the adjacent CCD, and despite the 1.7 million people visiting that district 

annually, with record investments in downtown growing high tech firms, the minimal amount 

of current retail and walkable amenities do not support 18 hours of continuous activity, 

especially in this part of the City.  

 

If the city’s goal is as written in last year’s DRI application: “… Increased foot traffic by 

young adults, would encourage downtown living and working, and it can only happen when 

walkable and bike-able streets connect the transportation needs of those who are drawn to 

an iconic city’s downtown. This will create a demand for first-floor retail that will give jobs 

and stabilize neighborhoods” -- then creating a focused / branded / easily-identifiable district 

as a backdrop for a strong, inclusive and local community identity makes sense.  
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 This concept, based in a community-wide vision for sensitive development, is in 

opposition to the more traditional method of providing funds to select private entities, which 

may exclusively benefit from their development efforts. The Little Italy Historic District vision 

presents a unique opportunity to diversify, and not only fund wealthy developers, but also 

true bottom-up, community-driven efforts that directly enhance the lives of area residents. 

 

 Although the images portrayed here appear to represent a distressed future, there is 

a core of longtime residents who want something better for their neighborhood. They are 

from many backgrounds: Business owners, long-time residents, first time tenant occupants, 

in-home businesses as well as developers who already see the possibilities for this area.  

 

 Drawing from the long history of the area, residents, property owners and business 

owners are now expressing their desire for a better vision for their community. They clearly 

understand the importance of a community-based vision for their neighborhood, based on 

local history and future opportunity. Using the rich history of this area, coupled with the 

desire to provide development incentives for property owners through private / public 

investment, public infrastructure improvements and historic tax-credit possibilities, has led 

to the idea of creating a designated district as a vehicle for community-based improvement.  

 

 It is for this reason that the Little Italy Historic District on Lyell Ave was envisioned.  

  

 

Regional Economic Development Council (REDC) Region: Finger Lakes.  
Municipality: City of Rochester 
Name: Hon. Mayor Lovely A. Warren, Alex Yudelson (Chief of Staff) 
Downtown Name: Lyell Ave Corridor / Little Italy Historic District 
County: Monroe 
 
Downtown Description - Provide an overview of the downtown and summarize the rationale 
behind nominating this downtown for a Downtown Revitalization Initiative (DRI) award): 
 

(Please see Executive Summary Above). 
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1. Boundaries of the Downtown Neighborhood. Detail the boundaries of the 

targeted neighborhood, keeping in mind that there is no minimum or maximum size, 

but that the neighborhood should be compact and well-defined. Core neighborhoods 

beyond a traditional downtown or central business district are eligible, if they can 

meet other criteria making them ripe for investment.  

 

The Lyell Avenue / Little Italy Historic District is a discrete, well-defined and continuous,                 

2.5 square mile area, encompassing the oldest portion of the Lyell Avenue commercial 

corridor and the adjacent Jones Square Park residential neighborhood to the north.  

A map of its proposed boundaries is included below and as an attachment: 

 

 

 

2. Size. Outline why the downtown, or its catchment area, is of a size sufficient to 

support a vibrant, year-round downtown, with consideration of whether there is a 

sizeable existing, or increasing, population within easy reach for whom this would be 

the primary downtown.   

 

 “The adjacent CCD is home to an estimated 7,687 people (ESRI 2015 Forecast on 

U.S. 2010 Census). Young adults (ages 20 to 39) make up an estimated 44 percent of the 

area’s population. The City of Rochester has an estimated population of 209,983 (2014 

census) and the greater metropolitan region’s estimated population is 1,083,124 (ESRI 

2015 Forecast on U.S. 2010 Census). The city and metropolitan area populations are 

expected to remain stable over the next 5 years. 
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4,306 (56 percent) of the people living in the adjacent CCD are employed.  An additional 

48,000 people commute to jobs within the district (URI FLREDC Plan). Seventeen percent 

of those daily commuters (6,223) are younger than 30 years old (LODES 2014). Young 

adults (ages 20 to 39) are most concentrated in the northeast and south of the district (See 

map entitled “Downtown Young Adult Population Density”). 

 

 

 The CCD’s district’s special events attracted 1.7 million visits in 2015. The largest 

contributors of visits were The Strong Museum of Play, the Blue Cross Arena, Frontier 

Field, and Jazz Festival. Within walking distance of the proposed Little Italy Historic District 

are both the local minor league baseball franchise stadium and a regional soccer stadium 

that present huge opportunities for entertainment and retail at all levels of participation.”  
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 The population within the LIHD is approx. 3,500 – 4,500 people. A little Italy Historic 

District that is safe, clean and well maintained would be able to draw off both their resident 

population and the surrounding CCD population as they are all within easy walking or biking 

distance. As one example, the district, through the local Little Italy Association will sponsor 

the already well-established and inclusive Little Italy Festival, an inclusive neighborhood 

celebration – and an annual multi-day event which draws thousands of attendees and major 

sponsorships from international corporations and food companies, such as De Cecco 

Pasta, Galbani Cheese and Fratelli Beretta, as well as major local companies such as 

Wegmans Food Markets, LiDestri Foods, Casa Larga Vineyards and Zweigle’s, as well as 

important media such as i-Heart Media, 13 WHAM, FOX, D&C Digital among many others. 

Please see festival website for reference and more info: www.LittleItalyFest.com  

 

 Approximately 200,000 vehicles travel through the corridor each day. Presently, 

traffic speeds are too fast-paced, and roads do not encourage shopping, nor does the 

present public realm welcome effective public use.  The Urban Land Institute has reported 

that up to $100,000 a year in revenue is generated for every parking space in a retail 

district. Public realm improvements to streets, green spaces and lighting are critical to 

support a enlivened social interaction within the public realm. None of this now exists in the 

Little Italy Historic District that is currently under consideration in this submission.  

 

3. Past Investments & Future Investment Potential. Describe how this downtown 

area will be able to capitalize on prior, and catalyze future, private and public 

investment in the neighborhood under consideration and its surrounding areas. 

 

 Public funding for the Lyell Avenue corridor has amounted to limited street and minor 

infrastructure improvements in the recent past. The fundamental purpose of the Little Italy 

Historic District (LIHD) is to become the catalyst for bringing critical private and public 

funding to the district. Private development projects such as the Tent City proposal (see 

attachment at end of document) are just waiting for public investments in safety and 

infrastructure that will lay the groundwork for the success of their proposed projects. New 

commercial / entrepreneurial establishments will harness purchasing dollars, which will 

create a huge economic advantage for the district, city and region that will continuously be 

returned to and drive the neighborhood’s economy. 

 

 High on the list for the district is a “Community Welcome Center”. It would act as a 

resource for information on the benefits of being part of the Historic District, and serve as a 

mechanism for acclimating residents to the local community. It would provide a venue for 

community events and provide space for a district management entity that would coordinate 

services and programs for the ongoing rebirth of the district. 

 

http://www.littleitalyfest.com/
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 Infrastructure within the public realm will be critical to a unified perception of a safe and 

exciting district. Efficient LED lighting, coordinated way-finding and signage, bike lanes and 

pedestrian safe circulation all play a part in this. Green spaces, pocket parks, communal plaza 

spaces and public fountains will bring life to the streetscape.   

 

Retail Attraction 

- Strategic and geographically focused attraction of restaurants, retail, or other similar 

first floor activity generators in partnership with developers, using new data sources 

to demonstrate spending power of new downtown residents and workforce 

- Secure anchor tenant with national / regional reputation (i.e. – attached Tent City) 

 

4. Job Growth. Describe how recent or impending job growth within, or in close 

proximity to, the downtown will attract professionals to an active life in the 

downtown, support redevelopment, and make growth sustainable in the long-term. 

 

 The plan envisions the attraction of new retail, housing and business investment, to 

fill vacant properties and plaza space, in addition to public seed funding, and also presents 

a truly unique idea for the creation of district-based “Credit Union”, contemplated as a way 

to provide easier access to home and business financing for residents and small business 

entrepreneurs, to encourage investment and re-investment into the local community.  

 

 This not for profit entity can become the basis for economic growth within the Little 

Italy Historic District. Reinvestment from the Credit Union will lead to job growth that 

supports the District, which in turn leads to supporting connections to other parts of the City 

for both increased economic prosperity and job growth. Connections to other businesses 

will bring additional dollars back to the community, in the form of wages for services and 

indirectly through the increase in tax base from improved property values that will result. 

 

 The district will require better access to transportation, a big boost for potential 

employees looking for work and new employers. With regional bus, train and interstate bus 

travel centers in the nearby CCD district, alongside a multimodal approach to transportation, 

the district will be connected to the main CCD hub and access to employers by employees. 

 

5. Attractiveness of the Downtown. Identify the properties or characteristics the 

downtown possesses that contribute or could contribute, if enhanced, to the 

attractiveness and livability of the downtown. Consider, for example, the presence of 

developable mixed-use spaces, housing at different levels of affordability and type, 

healthy and affordable food markets, walkability and bikeability, and public parks and 

gathering spaces. 
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 The Lyell Avenue corridor is under-developed and should be leveraged to develop a 

vibrant street life that will reactivate first-floor retail and foot traffic. There are signature 

structures such as the old Tent City Complex, the historic Lyell Avenue Firehouse, and the 

former National Trust Bank building, part of the Brown Square Health Center that could be 

rehabilitated using historic criteria to qualify for tax credits to offset part of their renovation 

costs. These structures would serve as visible “anchors” to enliven the streetscapes and 

provide connections to potential street-level commercial activities within each building.  

 

 Historic tax credits, both commercial and residential, are one of the fundamental 

tools that can be employed to help offset property improvement costs. Guidelines 

established within the district will create a framework for renovations and exterior 

appearances to help solidify street views and enliven the quality of public life for residents. 

 

 Decent, modern housing for low to middle-income singles, couples and families is 

scarce. However, if this is improved they could add significantly to the culture and economic 

sustainibility that this district is fostering among young adults already living there. As the 

area continues to become more attractive to young adult professionals and millennials, 

more housing for them must be provided.  

 

 It is important to note here, that Little Italy San Diego, was recently named by 

FORBES, as one of the top 10 neighborhoods for millennials to live and work in -- in the 

nation.  (Please see the attachments below on Little Italy San Diego, a potential model of 

sustainability and for our proposed efforts, including their 2016 Annual Report, which 

conveys the significant opportunity that our historic district effort would present for Upstate 

NY, and the greater Rochester area’s prosperity.) 

 

 Currently, there are few entertainment options in the proposed district. There are 

significant gaps that need to be filled to leverage and increase the attractiveness of the 

proposed district to appeal to not only young adults, but to all age groups. Significant 

progress needs to be made to increase the core population of the district that will support 

cultural venues. Young adults want walkable, diverse and complete streets, diverse with 

access to fresh food and retail, and ethnic restaurants that stay open after 5pm.  

 

 By increasing the attractiveness of the area, beautifying it, and developing multi-

modal transportation, including better transportation to adjacent venues found in the CCD, 

young adults will be attracted to living and engaging in the district. Young adults who work 

downtown want varied forms of transportation that allows them to engage with the 

neighborhood, especially when commuting. 
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 The City of Rochester has a large fiber optic network that has connected many 

buildings in the CCD district with the next generation of internet speed to offices and 

residences.  The ever-growing popularity of services such as Greenlight Networks show the 

increasing importance of next generation speed broadband for young professionals and city 

residents. Below is a map of the existing fiber network: 

 

 

6. Policies to Enhance Quality of Life. Articulate the policies in place that 

increase the livability and quality of life of the downtown. Examples include the use 

of local land banks, modern zoning codes, complete streets plans, or transit-oriented 

development. If policies achieving this goal are not currently in place, describe the 

ability of the municipality to create and implement such policies. 
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The newly updated Rochester Master Plan implements a form-based code. This is not use-

driven which helps focus development to fit the look and feel of downtown instead of 

addressing just functional needs. It suggests mixed-use mixed-income development.                    

It prioritizes pedestrians over cars as long as safety is ensured.  

 

The City has a Complete Streets Policy that is codified in City Code. A Bicycle Master Plan 

was completed in 2011. The City also has planned to conduct a more comprehensive 

transportation plan as part of the Comprehensive Plan Update. Kick-off is for end of 2016.  

  

10 accepted principles taken from the CCD that could be incorporated in the Little Italy 

Historic District that define smart growth within the district are as follows: 

 

1. Mixed land uses 

a. Mixed income/mixed used projects are the standard 

2. Take advantage of compact building design 

a. Existing and redevelopment of high density residential and commercial 

towers 

3. Create a range of housing opportunities and choices 

a. Rent range, all units: $400 - $3,268 

b. 25 percent of rental units are subsidized 

4. Create walkable neighborhoods 

a. Amenities for the Main Street Streetscape project include: 

i. Fully reconstructed sidewalks 

ii. Enhanced landscaping (trees, planters) 

iii. New street lighting 

iv. Phase 1 of pedestrian wayfinding system on Main Street from Canal 

Street to Alexander Street (future phases will extend to rest of 

downtown) 

v. Bike racks, benches 

vi. Recessed parking areas with space for up to 50 vehicles 

vii. Bike lanes 

5. Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place 

a. Downtown Innovation Zone - attracts high tech and urban entrepreneurs 

b. Enhanced landscaping (trees, planters) 

c. High Falls is a community by a water fall with rich ties to the industrial history 

of Rochester; East End 

d. Home to the Eastman School of Music and many other cultural venues 

6. Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental areas 

a. High Falls beauty, river trail access with parks - some trails are disconnected 

b. Urban forest master plan 

7. Strengthen and direct development towards existing communities 

a. High falls area has recent beautification projects 
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b. Main Street “street-scaping” program is finalized and should begin soon 

8. Provide a variety of transportation choices 

a. Sidewalks, bike lanes, local and regional bus services, train 

9. Make development decisions predictable, fair, and cost effective 

a. Master plan was updated in 2014 

b. Strategies are informed by data driven geographic and social impact based 

measurements 

10. Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration in development decisions 

a. A public call for proposal ideas was made prior to this submission and 

partners will be engaged in any follow-up work  

b. Main Street Assistance Program allows the City to provide financial 

assistance in the Center City through an array of flexible terms including low 

interest loans, grants, interest rate subsidies and job growth credits.  

c. To spur investment in downtown market-rate residential development, the 

City adopted property tax exemption programs for both rental and owner-

occupied units  

 

7. Poverty Reduction. The FLREDC has identified reduction of poverty as a 

primary goal of its regional economic development strategy. Please identify if and 

how the proposed revitalization efforts would provide an opportunity to support this 

strategy. 

 

 If DRI funding is focused on the Lyell Avenue corridor, it would create jobs, primarily 

in first-floor retail, restaurants, entertainment, parks, maintenance, cleaning, landscaping 

and construction. It will also create opportunities for urban entrepreneurs who employ the 

difficult to employ. The envisioned Welcome Center and Credit Union, will also act as 

catalysts to reduce unemployment and poverty, by being sources of information for financial 

awareness, promoting entrepreneurship and easier access to small business loans, and 

also help develop re-education programs that promote connections with BOCES, local 

schools, trades and apprenticeship programs (partnering with unions to support proper 

training and fair wages). The historic district will promote a sense of dignity and pride, not 

typically associated with economically disadvantaged individuals, and this will empower 

individuals to realize their full potential and not believe that being poor is an excuse for not 

taking-on new challenges. Thus, we will provide these new challenges, and the initiative will 

help create a mindset that is positive and productive, and lead to a new generation of 

individuals that would build upon the work of previous generations – and promote renewed 

motivation to pursue and realize the American Dream, just as our forefathers did 150 years 

ago. This effort will also embrace faith-based community groups who are now working 

alone, and with limited resources, to educate and encourage their followers, leading to a 

reduction in poverty and violence, and promoting greater respect within their communities. 
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8. Local Support. Set forth the local and community support that exists for the 

revitalization of this downtown and the commitment among local leaders and 

stakeholders to building and implementing a strategic investment plan. Identify an 

initial local lead for the program that will work with outside experts to convene a local 

DRI Planning Committee to oversee the plan. 

 

 The Little Italy Neighborhood Association, in cooperation with the City of Rochester, 

the Landmark Society of Western NY and the Community Design Center of Rochester, 

reached out to the community and asked them to share their thoughts on the proposed 

district revitalization effort. The Little Italy Association held two public “neighborhood input 

meetings” with neighborhood residents and business owners providing input. Both meetings 

were well attended. The overwhelming response was full and unconditional 100% support 

by all attendees, for the creation of the proposed district as the model with which to advance 

economic development in the Lyell Avenue Corridor. Additionally, the Lyell Business 

Association and the Lyell – Otis Neighborhood Association both fully support the formation 

of the Little Italy Historic District and will assist and support the realization of this vision. 

  

 The local lead for the program will be Baye Muhammad, Commissioner of 

Neighborhood & Business Development at the City of Rochester’s Neighborhood & 

Business Development Department: (baye.muhammad@CityOfRochester.gov). He will 

assist in the convening and assembling of outside experts and a local DRI Planning 

Committee to oversee the plan, with the other primary contact for the Little Italy Historic 

District project, Mr. Silvano Orsi, Chairman and President of the Little Italy Neighborhood 

Association, Inc. (a 501[c][3] Non-profit Organization and District Management Corporation.) 

 

9. Other. Provide any other information that informed the nomination of this 

downtown for a DRI award. 

 

Attached is a detailed historic narrative of the district; a summary of survey results of the 

two neighborhood input meetings; various photos representing the current state of affairs of 

the proposed district; a potential development proposal for the old Tent City Complex on 

Lyell Ave; a detailed proposal from New City America; information on Little Italy San Diego 

(Annual Report 2016 and related news articles).  
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[Revised May 17, 2017 by Silvano D. Orsi) 

 

HISTORICAL NARRATIVE  

ITALIAN SETTLEMENT AND MIGRATION 

 CITY OF ROCHESTER, NY – LYELL AVENUE CORRIDOR 
 

The purpose of this paper is to present evidence to be used by the Landmark Society of Western 

New York and the Little Italy Neighborhood Association, Inc., of Rochester, NY, in their collaborative effort 

to seek and obtain “Little Italy Historic District” designation for a specific area located along the Lyell 

Avenue corridor in the City of Rochester, N.Y.   More specifically, the area located on the west side of the 

city, which saw the bulk of Italian settlement over the past 150 years, known as the Lyell Avenue corridor.  

 In 1815, (before the City of Rochester was founded in 1817), Lyell Avenue was named after Phillip 

Lyell, a Gates Commissioner at the time, known for his service to the community.  The initial boundaries 

for the proposed Little Italy Historic District would be from the corner of Lake and Lyell Avenues (to the 

East) to the corner of Broad Street, Dewey Avenue and Lyell (to the West), and primarily one building or 

property deep, to the North and South of that proposed area.  (Please see the historic district map below.) 

 One of the principal causes of Italian immigration to the United States was the “Risorgimento” 

(Unification of Italy), during the period of 1860 to 1870, and the subsequent two World Wars. The 

unification (and wars) caused many economic difficulties for the people of Italy, especially Southern Italy.   

 The first Italian immigrant arrived to Rochester, NY, in 1860, but his name is unknown and not 

recorded.  Many Italian immigrants initially came to Rochester and the Upstate NY area for very short 

periods, during the 1800’s, to work on the railroads, or to help dig the enlargement of the Erie Canal (the 

Barge Canal), and they lived and worked under extremely harsh conditions, often times discriminated 

against and treated poorly, as simple uneducated “Day-laborers” (a term for Italians who didn’t 

understand English and who came to the U.S. as laborers, earning a meager daily wage, and which later 

morphed into the ugly racial slur “Daygo”, a term which is still used – unfortunately – even to this day).  
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  The first Italian immigrant to be listed in the City of Rochester’s directories was Domenico Sturla 

(1868), an organ grinder, who resided in Carthage Alley, an area known as “Sleepy Hollow”, located north 

of Andrews Street and between St Paul Street and the Genesee River, now known as “Old Rochesterville”.  

  In 1868, two other Italians, Isaac and John Verspelle, also resided just north of the train tracks 

near what is now the Inner Loop area, and near the area of Front and Mill Street, at the mouth of the Lyell 

Avenue corridor. In 1878, an Italian settlement existed in an area near North Street and St Paul St., called                    

“Poison Row”.  Eventually, the Poison Row settlement was demolished in 1887, by Board of Health order, 

for its squalor, and its residents moved to another crowded tenement on North Water Street, Platt Street 

and near State Street, again near the mouth of the Lyell Avenue corridor, where in 1889, an                               

“Italian Mission” was set up by several prominent matrons, near the area of Lake Avenue and State Street, 

headed by C.R. Cutler and her associates.  The Italian Mission served to educate Italian immigrants who 

were turned away from night school, due to their inability to understand English at that time.  In 1896, 

the Italian colony’s first non-political men’s club was formed, called “La Societa Italiana”, made up of 

primarily west-siders from Front St., Mill St, Lyell Avenue and the Jay Street area neighborhoods.  Also in 

1896, the “West End Italian Political Club” was formed by west-side homeowners, who hailed primarily 

from the Jay Street and the Lyell Avenue corridor area.  In 1896, Bishop McQuaid (Rochester's first Bishop, 

who strongly believed in integrating Italian and Irish immigrants into the local Catholic Church and 

Diocese), helped establish "Holy Apostles Church" on the corner of Lyell Avenue and Austin St, as a Parish 

to welcome the Italians and all new immigrants who populated the area. 

 In 1898, the Italians further confirmed the initial organization of their little “colony” on the Lyell 

Avenue corridor (“colony” was the term used by City of Rochester Historian Blake McKelvey in his historical 

recount listed below in the bibliography), establishing the first Italian-built Catholic Church in the City of 

Rochester, known as St. Anthony of Padua Church, which was originally located close to Lyell and Lake 

Avenue, on the corner of Jay Street and State Street, near the historic DiPaolo Bakery, which still operates 

there to this day.  Later, St. Anthony’s Church was moved north along the Lyell Avenue corridor, a few 

blocks away, to the area now known as Jones Square Park, on Lorimer Street.   

 In the late 1880’s, as the number of Italian families and newcomers in Rochester overflowed the 

original tenements located in the St. Paul Street and North Street area, the Italian “colony” began its more 

dense migration to the area near the mouth of the Lyell Avenue corridor, (near Front and Mill Streets, as 

depicted by the yellow stars in the map below), headed West towards Broad Street and Sherman Street. 
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 In 1901, the Baden Street Settlement was started, first to help Jewish immigrants, and later the 

Italian immigrants.   The first “Italian Democratic Committee” was established in the 5th ward, near the 

Jewish community, and near what is now the Town of Brighton, and it was led by Michael Cariola.  In 1906, 

there was a location actually referred to as “Little Italy” in Rochester, (as mentioned by City of Rochester 

Historian Blake McKelvey in his historical recount listed below in the bibliography section), indicating that 

the Italian colony had better-organized itself at that time, and that it extended from the mouth of the 

Lyell corridor, near Front Street and Mill Street, into the area of Lake Avenue, Lyell Avenue, Lorimer Street 

and Jay Street, where the Italians had primarily settled and built their church, and where they set up many 

shops, businesses, saloons, bakeries and other commercial activities.  (See map below for business names.)   

 The flourishing Italian community, however, quickly out-grew their St. Anthony of Padua Parish, 

which numbered around 14,000 people in 1907.  Bishop McQuaid entrusted Father Gefell to organize and 

build “Our Lady of Mount Carmel”, which opened in 1909, located at 53 Ontario Street, (near the areas of 

Central Park, North Street, Scio Street, Avenue D and the North Clinton Avenue area, which was known as 

another Italian neighborhood called “Mount Allegro”, as described in Jerre Mangione’s famous book, 

entitled, “Mount Allegro”.  Our Lady of Mount Carmel was in close proximity to the Rochester Public 

Market area, East of the Genesee River and High Falls, where many Italians had also settled in the early 

1900’s. Many Italians immigrated to Rochester as tailors, and wanted to be closer to Rochester’s budding 

clothing industry and factories, near Clinton Avenue, such as Hickey Freeman, Bonds and Timely Clothes.) 

 In 1910, the “DiPaolo Baking Co.” was established, originally located on Ontario Street.                        

(Note: In 1920, DiPaolo purchased an old church at 598 N. Plymouth Ave, previously called Frank St., near 

Lyell Ave, to expand operations.  At that time, there were 10 Italian bakeries in the Lyell Ave neighborhood 

alone.)  The “Gioia Pasta Company”, also founded in 1910, operated a pasta and packaging plant on the 

corner of Cameron Street and Parkway, less than one block north of Lyell Avenue and near Dewey Avenue. 

 While most Italian immigrants and their families were Catholics, it is important to note that a few 

were Protestants, (actually known as “Waldensians” at the time, hailing from a congregation founded in 

the Middle Ages).  These immigrants settled near the Broad, Lyell, Jay and Smith Street areas (near the 

area that is currently known as the Josanna neighborhood area), and their church was built at 766 Broad 

Street, off of Lyell Avenue, and it opened in 1915.  It was called the “Italian Presbyterian Church” and its 

parishioners were often pelted with stones by those who opposed the Italians and their protestant faith.   
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 The “More Candy Company” was started in 1916 by an Italian father and son, David and Ray 

Cassaretti, at 31 Mill Street, near the Lyell corridor, where it had made its home for over 50 years.  (Note: 

In 1966, More Candy moved to 54 Brown Street, and in 1970, Douglas Lee Rook Sr. bought the company. 

In 1983, the land and building were sold back to Eastman Kodak.  In 1993, the company dissolved.) 

 The Charles Settlement House was founded in 1917 at 445 Jay Street, by Miss Harriet Barry and a 

group of Catholic lay women as an affiliate of the Catholic Charities. These women assisted Italian, and 

later German, immigrants to settle in the community.  (Note: Later in the 1990’s a Community Center was 

also established by the United Neighborhood Centers of Greater Rochester Foundation, which the Charles 

Settlement House is part of, to provide more coordinated, comprehensive services to neighborhood 

residents right in the Lyell Avenue neighborhood area. Many sites were examined as possible locations for 

the Community Center.  Finally a property was acquired in 1995, north of Lyell Avenue, on Parkway Avenue, 

[originally the Gioia Macaroni plant mentioned above] and the Community Center was opened in 1997.) 

 Workers at Rochester’s “Bond Bakery”, which was part of the “General Baking Co.”, helped found 

“Petrillo’s Bakery”, which was established in 1920 on Lyell Avenue, where it still operates today.                                     

(It is important to note here that during the period of the 1920’s to the 1940’s, Italian immigrants were 

banned from entry to the United States, and were considered “enemy aliens”, during World War II, along 

with the Japanese and Germans.  Yet during that time, the Italians that had made it to Rochester, were 

very resourceful, and began to form many businesses, all along the Lyell and Jay corridor.)  In the early 

1920’s, the City of Rochester established a Police Station, with a mini-jailhouse behind it, on the north 

side of Lyell Avenue, between Myrtle Street and Cameron Street.  It is now an historic apartment building. 

 In 1929, the “Congrega dei Santi Martiri di Celano” (a Catholic Women’s Society formed by Italian 

immigrants from the City of Celano, L’Aquila, in the Abruzzi region of Italy) formed at Saint Anthony of 

Padua Church, where it regularly held its meetings, and planned annual dinners and exciting cultural 

festivities, to celebrate St. Anthony of Padua and the three Martyred Saints of Celano (the S.S. Santi Martiri 

di Celano), also holding lavish Grand Processions around the surrounding area of Jones Square Park. 

 At approximately the same time (late 1920’s), Italian immigrants of primarily Neapolitan 

(Pignataro) and Sicilian origins, held their annual celebration of St. Giorgio (St. George), in the area of 

Smith Street and Lyell Avenue, utilizing the old St. Patrick’s Church (later becoming St. Patrick’s Cathedral). 

(Note: St. Patrick's was Rochester's first Catholic Church, founded more than a decade before the City of 

Rochester.  St. Patrick's was also the area's first Cathedral, and it served that role for decades before 
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Eastman Kodak Co. bought it and then demolished the property in 1937, to expand its growing industrial 

empire.  As the center of what later became the Catholic Diocese of Rochester, four bishops were 

consecrated at St. Patrick's, highlighting the strong faith and presence of Italian and Irish immigrants on 

the west-side, near the Lyell corridor, and more specifically, near Platt St. and North Plymouth Avenue.)  

 When the Bausch Street Bridge was built in 1931, it facilitated easier access to the “Little Italy” 

that had formed on the west side, along the Lyell Avenue and Jay Street corridor, and many east side 

Italian residents moved across the river to the more bustling Lyell Avenue and Jay Street areas. 

 By that time, the population of Italian immigrants increased twenty-fold in Rochester, primarily 

in the Lyell Avenue area, where skilled laborers were employed as masons, carpenters and in other trades, 

or later as assembly line workers in the Lyell Avenue area’s many industrial factories.  In 1932, John Veltre 

opened the “Veltre’s Bakery” on Parkway Street, just off of Lyell Avenue, and right next door to Roncone’s 

Restaurant, the Rochester area’s oldest Italian restaurant, which was established in 1937.  John Veltre 

also bought “Zazzara Bakery”, on the opposite corner from Roncone’s, and later on Otis St.  A year before 

that, in 1936, “Al’s Stand”, a Rochester institution, opened its doors for business at 249 Saratoga Street.   

 In 1949, the Mastrella family opened the famous “Rocky’s Restaurant” on Jay Street.  In the early 

1950’s, the Italian-owned and former “Marianetti Funeral Home” was established on Plymouth Avenue, 

near Jones Square Park, and near the St. Anthony of Padua Church.  At approximately the same time,                 

Dr. Scinta, MD, who spoke fluent Italian, opened his practice at the corner of Plymouth Avenue and Lyell 

Avenue, to primarily serve the area’s many Italian residents at that time. The early 1950’s also saw the 

establishment of noteworthy Italian businesses, such as “Shortino’s Meat Market” on Jay Street, the well-

frequented “Pop’s Pub” on Lyell Avenue near Saratoga Street (where many Italian men went to play cards 

and have a few drinks with their friends), and “Celentano’s Market” on Lyell Ave, north of Whitney Street, 

where the Italians went to purchase their imported Italian music records and housewares.  In 1953, the 

“Italian American Sports Club” was established near the corner of Sherman Street and Lexington Avenue.    

In 1959, “Martusciello’s Bakery” opened at 229 Saratoga Street, and now operates on Lyell Ave in Gates.  

In 1966, the historic “Nacca’s Bakery” was established at 463 Jay Street, where it still operates today.   

 The "Celanese Sports Club" was formed in the early 1970's, in a building the Celanese men 

purchased on Lyell Avenue, near Murray Street, close to Holy Apostle’s Church.  It was a well-frequented 

club for many years, by Italians from every region of Italy.  The Celanese also held a yearly "Celanese 

Picnic" at Seneca Park, which was well-frequented by Italians and non-Italians alike, from across the city.     
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 “Little Italy” on the Lyell Avenue and Jay Street corridor strengthened in numbers, and continued 

to expand westward, down Lyell Avenue in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, into the Town of Gates, which 

to this day, still features a very prosperous Italian culture and family presence, primarily on Lyell Avenue 

and Spencerport Road, where many Italian businesses still exist, such as bakeries, restaurants, shops, 

dentists, insurance agencies, travel agencies and other noteworthy commercial activities.  In the mid-

1990’s the Italian American Community Center board met at a location on Lyell Avenue owned by C&C 

Imports, directly across from Wegman’s on Lyell Ave, and later built a building in the Town of Gates. 

 In 2016, the Little Italy Neighborhood Association, Inc., (“LINA”) formed in Rochester, NY, as a 

501(c)(3) non-profit corporation and public charity, seeking the formal commemoration of the over 150 

year history of the Italian culture’s settlement and migration along the famous Lyell Avenue corridor,    

with the hope of attaining “Little Italy Historic District” status for an initial, small, and well-defined area 

on Lyell Avenue, where Rochester, NY’s “Little Italy” began, and later expanded, in its historic heyday.  

 LINA’s mission is to commemorate that splendid 150 year history, and then potentially utilize the 

historic district designation, in an effort to secure funding for potential development and revitalization of 

the area.  LINA is intent on attracting new retail, housing and business investment to the Lyell corridor; 

and is determined turn the area around, into a safe, prosperous and vibrant “destination place”, and new 

economic driver for the Rochester area and the greater Upstate NY region.  LINA aspires to create not 

only an attractive historic district and an exciting meeting place for all cultures, but also a very inclusive                     

“Little Italy Cultural Welcome Center” and “Community Benefit District”, which could welcome all cultures 

and new immigrants to the area, helping them acclimate to Rochester, as they settle in the area and seek 

the American Dream; just as the Italians did – and still do – to this day, and for the past 150 years.                    

LINA’s goal is to initiate a rebirth of the area, and create a truly magical place for our city, which the entire 

community could celebrate and enjoy together, and which conveys the warmth, friendship and diversity 

of Rochester, re-establishing “Little Italy” as a vital gateway and true historical treasure of our city. 

(This historical narrative was authored by: Dr. Luigi Velocci, OD and Silvano D. Orsi, LL.M., in April 2017.) 
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PROPOSED “LITTLE ITALY HISTORIC DISTRICT” MAP 

 

The red and green areas combined indicate the proposed Little Italy Historic District area along the Lyell 

Avenue corridor. Red area alone indicates the area targeted for the first phase of potential development. 

Some businesses (shown in blue) are no longer there but many still remain along the Lyell Avenue corridor.  

The yellow stars indicate the areas where the first few Italian families settled in the late 1860's, later 

migrating towards the mouth of the Lyell corridor, and then to the Lyell Avenue and Jay Street area, which 

subsequently developed as Rochester, New York's original "Little Italy” neighborhood and historic district.  

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

www.LittleItalyROC.com  

http://www.littleitalyroc.com/




























































Current Photos of Proposed Little Italy Historic District 

 

Tent City Building on Lyell Avenune 

 

Historic Lyell Ave Firehouse 

 



District View 1 – Facing West 

 

District View 2 

 

 

 



District View 3 

 

District View 4 

 

 

 



District View 5 

 

 

Roncone’s Restaurant – Established 1938 

 

 



Historic National Trust Bank Bldg. 
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June 13, 2017 
 
Mr. Silvano Orsi 
President and Founder 
Little Italy Association, Rochester 
 
SUBJECT: Scope of Services for Creation of the First Upstate New York Little Italy District 
 
Dear Silvano: 
 
I am writing this letter today to fully support your effort to received grant funds based upon the criteria 
outlined in the Governor’s proposal for Downtown Revitalization projects in upstate New York.  In a 
state that is filled with great Italian America leaders as well as an immigrant group that did so much to 
build the state, it is very troubling that there are no functioning Italian business enclaves or “Little Italy 
Districts” in the upstate New York region. 
 
We all know of the troubles that Mulberry Street has had in maintaining its status as the principle Little 
Italy in the country.  We also know that nearly all of the Little Italys that used to be in every borough of 
New York City have disappeared, except for the small district in Arthur Avenue in the Bronx.  Today, it is 
interesting to see that the most vibrant Little Italys nationwide are to be found in San Diego and Boston. 
 
The key elements in the revitalization of any community is based upon three principles: 
 
1. An identifiable place that has either a history or can be reinvented to create that new history; 
2. Independent and adequate sustainable revenues that are not subject to government control; 
3. An entrepreneurial district management corporation, funded under a public benefit corporation 
 that is dedicated to the “place” and uses those independent revenues to create a dynamic and 
 growing district; 
 
New City America and its staff, have formed 77 BIDs, CBDs and Tourism Improvement Districts 
nationwide over the past 20 years.  In addition, we have built the Little Italy District of San Diego into 
one of the premier districts, of any urban neighborhood, in the US today.   We have done this through 
our adherence to the three principles listed above.  We would like to partner with you, the Governor 
and the Mayor’s office, on creating or re-inventing the Little Italy in Rochester into one of the premier 
business district and urban neighborhoods in upstate New York in the next ten years.  To achieve that 
goal, we would request a 2-year agreement funded through your grant from the Governor’s office to do 
the following things: 
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1. Work with the Governor’s office and state legislators on creating a new “Community Benefit 
District” act for New York that would allow for the easier establishment of these new Business 
Improvement Districts, based upon the New York City model.  The current state legislation is too 
restrictive and actually creates disincentive for the formation of these districts – which explains why so 
few exist outside of New York City.  New City America would work with the state legislators to craft this 
new legislation and use the Rochester Little Italy as a pilot project.  Once adopted by the legislature and 
signed by the Governor, this would serve as a new legislative tool to rebuild upstate New York. 
 
2. Work with the new Little Italy Association of Rochester and guide them in the formation of their 
new Community Benefit District.  Once adopted, this new Little Italy CBD would become the financing 
mechanism for improvements to the district and act as a new recruiting mechanism for new housing, 
mixed use development and business attraction to the Rochester Little Italy.  Finally, the tens of 
thousands of Italian Americans in and around Rochester would have a place to all their own; 
 
3. Work with the Little Italy Association CBD, once formed to create a sustainable revenue program 
that leverages the assessments generated by the property owners, with non-assessment district 
revenues to accelerate the improvements to the area.  The Rochester Little Italy could become the 
model for how to create a “bottom up” method for attracting young and old people back to the cities of 
upstate New York. 
 
4. Most importantly, the Little Italy of Rochester, could become not only a beacon of pride for 
Italian Americans, but also other ethnic groups and immigrant businesses who seek to share the wisdom 
and talent of their entrepreneurs and convert upstate New York into an example of combining the old 
and the new, taking the form of historic buildings and repopulating that form with new content.  This 
would not only increase property taxes, but sales and hotel taxes and become an engine for job creation 
and creative entrepreneurial genius. 
 
The cost of this to New City America, could be miniscule relative to the overall grant application.  We 
would seek $225,000, over a two-year period to be regularly be on site in Rochester and Albany to make 
all of these things happen. 
 
I would look forward to being part of the team that brings this aggressive and functional plan to fruition 
in the great area of upstate New York.  Governor Cuomo, as one of the most influential Italian American 
elected leaders in the nation today, should embrace this strategy to achieve the goals articulated in this 
proposal, as well as pay tribute to the wonderful contributions of Italian American and other immigrant 
groups to the building of the Empire State. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Marco Li Mandri 
New City America 
www.newcityamerica.com  
ATTACHMENTS 

http://www.newcityamerica.com/
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Efforts around the country to revitalize downtowns 
and create economically vital and aesthetically pleas-
ing communities, often centered on transit hubs, have 
created a greater need for a private-public entity that 
can manage these areas to ensure their long-term 
sustainability. While most states have laws on the 
books to enable these special districts, some experts 
say they are still too difficult to establish and that 
some of the decades-old laws may need to evolve to 
reflect the expanding mission of these districts and 
the changing nature of the communities they serve. 

Business Improvement Districts
Urban district management organizations come in 
a variety of different forms and go by a variety of 
different names. One of the most common is the 
business improvement district. A business improve-
ment district, or BID, is an entity that allows business 
owners in an area to approve a tax or fee to fund 
increased services, promotion of the district and 
economic development services.1  

Most states adopted legislation allowing for the cre-
ation of BIDs or other special districts in the 1970s, 
1980s or 1990s. Today there are more than 1,000 BIDs 
around the country. New York City has the largest 
number of any city at 72.2 Among states, California 
leads the way with 232, according to a 2011 BID 
census by the Institute of Business District Manage-
ment and others.3

BIDs can vary widely in size, scope and budget. Some 
have almost complete autonomy to finance, construct 
and manage special projects independent of local 
government. Others are created only to raise revenue 
for special projects and are dependent on local 
government. While many simply focus on provid-
ing services (maintenance, sanitation, landscaping) 
beyond what local government can offer, others 
extend their reach into economic and community 
development.4

The International Downtown Association, a Wash-
ington, D.C.-based group representing urban place 
management organizations, reports that the top 10 
cities in the United States receive direct private 
sector investment of $400 million a year through BID 

assessments. More than 439 BIDs or similar organiza-
tions exist in just those top 10 cities.5 

The association’s 2015 salary and staffing survey 
found that the median operating budget for an urban 
district management organization in the United 
States and Canada is $1.2 million. Twenty-seven per-
cent of these organizations have operating budgets 
of more than $2.5 million, 35 percent have budgets 
less than $750,000 and 39 percent have budgets some-
where in between.6 

In New York City, BID budgets, which are tied 
directly to property values, range in size from $49,740 
to fund the 180th Street BID in Queens to the 
Alliance for Downtown New York’s $17.1 million in 
Manhattan’s Financial District.7

The aforementioned 2011 BID census found that 56 
percent of BIDs rely on the assessed value for real 
estate as the basis for calculating the assessments that 
make BID budgets possible. Others base their assess-
ments on square footage (12 percent), linear front 
footage (4.5 percent), sales tax (2 percent) or “other” 
(26 percent).8
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Evolution of BIDs
In many ways, the primary duty of many BIDs has 
become not business improvement or even providing 
an extension of city services, but place management. 

“We’re in the middle of this evolution of place man-
agement,” said Christopher Leinberger, president 
of the real estate developer coalition LOCUS and a 
professor at George Washington University in Wash-
ington, D.C. “It’s a missing level of governance in our 
society. … [Transit-oriented developments] average 
in size anywhere from roughly three to four hundred 
acres… and they could be as low as a hundred, they 
could be as high as 600—but [those] acres must be 
24-7 managed to really optimize what they are and 
generally speaking that takes the form of a business 
improvement district.”

Leinberger said this evolution of place management 
has played out in the way individual BIDs tend to 
evolve.

“It tends to start with clean and safe—making the 
place cleaner and safer than it was on its own,” he 
said. “Then it tends to move into managing festivals. 
… It moves into economic development—creating 
an economic development strategy to attract certain 
product segments that you want to get in to the place. 
… It gets into parking management. … It involves 
building the streetscape up to a level that the city 
generally can’t afford. That investment is done many 
times by the business improvement district. It also 
includes parks—taking over parks.”

BIDs can also help shape transit options, Leinberger 
said, getting circulator bus systems up and running or 
building streetcar lines. 

“There are all sorts of new things that place manage-
ment is taking on,” he said. “[A BID tends] to move 
from a cost center—where they have a budget to do 
a certain scope of work—to a profit center—where 
they make a buck by doing certain revenue-generat-
ing, profit-generating things—to investment centers. 
We’re talking about a brave new world of how we 
manage our society. … Build it and they will come; 
manage it and they will stay.”9 

BIDs Building Communities
Case in point is the BID serving Crystal City, Va., a 
close-in D.C. suburb near Reagan National Airport 
and the Pentagon once known for its urban sterility 
and “concrete canyon” appearance that has been 
transformed in recent years into a more active, 
innovative place. 

The Crystal City BID hosts a 5K race for 1,500 run-
ners every Friday in April. A local parking garage is 
the venue for weekly bicycle races in March, when 
the snowy remnants of winter can make biking 
the streets of the region a challenge. The BID has 
nurtured incubator spaces for business startups as 
well. Free yoga classes, volleyball and hockey leagues, 
movie nights, numerous festivals, a farmers market 
and a space for food trucks one day a week are all 

the work of the BID.

“Our budget is about $2.5 million annually and that 
is based on an assessment of commercial property 
of 4.3 cents per $100 of assessed value,” said Angela 
Fox, president and CEO of the Crystal City BID. “It 
is all private, commercial property owners that pay 
that tax through the county. The county takes a 1 
percent fee and a 5 percent [penalty] for delinquency 
and the rest is what we use to program. Staff-wise 
there are only five of us at the Crystal City BID that 
do all the stuff that we do.”

Fox said all of those BID activities help when it 
comes to trying to make the case to new employers 
who may want to come to the area.

“People are an asset,” she said. “To attract people 
you have to think about what’s their livelihood, 
what’s their life like, what’s their commute like. … 
That’s what I’m going to offer your employees. I 
will come to your company. I will talk to them about 
what they’re going to experience when they come to 
Crystal City and how interesting and exciting [it is] 
in addition to the great restaurants and … all these 
other cool things we have going on.”

But Fox said the key is to have a BID with a 24-7 
approach like hers to ensure the future of the district.

“You certainly need an organization that is thinking 
about Crystal City all the time and not from the per-
spective of a real estate developer,” she said. “They 
look at buildings and they see a building that [they] 
need to lease up. I look at a building or the space 
around it and see maybe that’s a place where I could 
host a festival. … I’m actually looking at those assets 
in a very different way. If you have a community, you 
need [an entity] that is literally thinking about those 
spaces.”10

Changing BID Laws
Some believe BIDs in some cases have become an 
outdated tool that no longer adequately serves the 
communities our downtowns and transit-oriented 
hubs have become. 

“If you look at the philosophy of business improve-
ment districts when they really came around in the 
70s and the 80s and the 90s, our downtowns were 
predominantly retail, commercial, parking lots, office 
buildings and they were really Monday through Fri-
day, 9 to 5,” said Marco LiMandri, president of New 
City America, a California-based group that aids in 
the establishment of BIDs. “Downtowns aren’t like 
that anymore. … People are moving back to cities 
because of the density, because of the concentration 
of cultural activities, the concentration of transporta-
tion infrastructure.” 

Downtowns are no longer about business improve-
ment anymore, said LiMandri, but rather about 
community benefit. 

But LiMandri said in many cases that expanded 
diversity in downtowns and transit-oriented develop-
ments is not reflected in who pays the tax or fee to 
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fund BID services. Despite being able to take full 
advantage of neighborhood enhancements as others 
do, certain types of property owners in many states 
are exempted from paying the assessments based on 
their tax status.

“We say that any property owner, regardless of 
ownership, should pay into a district and that affects 
hospitals, universities, churches, cities, counties,” said 
LiMandri. “If you derive benefit, you pay. It doesn’t 
matter who you are.” 

LiMandri gave the examples of New Bedford, Mass., 
where the city owns 25 percent of the downtown 
buildings and pays the BID assessment along with 
commercial and residential property owners, and 
Newark, N.J., where a BID convinced a hospital to 
contribute $100,000 a year despite the fact that they 
don’t pay property taxes. 

LiMandri said many BIDs in California currently 
limit exemptions from such assessments.

“In the state of California, cities have great leeway, 
unlike places in New York and New Jersey or Mas-
sachusetts, where in many ways the cities are simply 
appendages of the state,” he said.11 

Under the California Constitution, cities have the 
power to become charter cities, which have supreme 
authority or “home rule” over municipal affairs. 
Laws passed in a charter city concerning a municipal 
matter will trump a state law on the same topic. Of 
the 478 cities in California, 108 of them are charter 
cities. The rest are general-law cities and bound by 
state laws.12 

“So you have a situation here where charter cities 
can go over and above what’s in the state legislative 
code,” LiMandri said. “I work in a number of charter 
cities and in 20 different charter cities starting with 
San Francisco, we created much better legislation. 
… So in terms of the best model, I think the best 
models are actually in the charter cities of the state of 
California.”13 

BIDs have helped the state fill a void since a 2011 
California Supreme Court decision that resulted in 
the dissolution of 400 redevelopment agencies, which 
had given local governments the ability to capture 
a greater share of property taxes in order to fund 
efforts to combat urban blight.14 

“It created a huge crisis in terms of the funding 
mechanism for improvements in downtowns,” said 
LiMandri. “A lot of redevelopment agencies used 
to fund operational activities in downtowns. That all 
went away with the court decision. … We’ve got all 
these people. We’ve got all this density. We’ve got 
all this growth. But the city cannot keep up with it 
because it has a general obligation for dealing with 
pensions, dealing with infrastructure needs and 
dealing with the city as a whole. So the [easier] you 
create the legislative tools to fix these things and to 
accommodate these densities in these urban areas, 

the easier it’s going to be for the cities to allow them 
to grow and facilitate that growth.”

Massachusetts on the Horizon
LiMandri said another state could be poised to pick 
up where California left off. Proposed legislation in 
Massachusetts called the Community Benefit District 
Act of 2016 builds on the laws in California’s charter 
cities.15 

As drafted, the Massachusetts legislation (S. 2065) 
allows for the creation of community benefit districts, 
or CBDs, and lays out the rights and powers of a 
CBD corporation. The expanded portfolio of these 
districts is long and diverse: 

“Retaining or recruiting business; administering and 
managing central and neighborhood business districts; 
promoting economic development; managing parking; 
designing, engineering, constructing, maintaining, or 
operating buildings, facilities, urban streetscapes or 
infrastructures to further economic development and 
public purposes; conducting historic preservation 
activities; leasing, owning, acquiring, or optioning real 
property; owning and managing parks, public spaces 
and community facilities; supplementing mainte-
nance, security, or sanitation; planning and designing 
services; formulating a fee structure; accumulating 
interest; incurring costs or indebtedness; entering into 
contracts; suing and being sued; employing legal and 
accounting services; undertaking planning, feasibility 
and market analyses; developing common marketing 
and promotional activities; engaging in placemak-
ing, programming, and event management within the 
district; soliciting donations, sponsorships, and grants; 
operating transit services; and supporting public art 
and human and environmental services as related to 
the enhancement of the district or other supplemental 
services or programs.”16 

In addition to laying out the scope of CBD activities, 
the legislation also would address two other impor-
tant things LiMandri believes have held BIDs back.

“Massachusetts has had BID legislation for 20 years,” 
he said. “They have five districts in the entire state. 
Five. Which to me immediately told me there’s some-
thing wrong with [their] legislation, otherwise there 
would be a lot more. … They should be easy to set up 
and easy to take apart. Under the current Massachu-
setts legislation, it’s highly difficult.”

LiMandri said New York state’s legislation makes 
district creation difficult as well because a petition to 
create one requires not only the signatures of 50 per-
cent of the people by assessed property valuation but 
50 percent of property owners numerically as well. 

“In most states it’s just the assessed valuation,” he 
said. “But when you get a [parcel property] owner 
that pays $1000 a year versus someone paying 
$100,000 a year from the numerical standpoint, that 
person has as much weight as the person paying 
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$100,000 a year. … Ultimately it’s the people who are 
paying the most in the district who [should] make the 
decision on whether the district is formed or not.”

An exception was made in the state law for New 
York City, which has allowed for the creation of 72 
BIDs there but only 43 in the entire rest of the state.

“It says that all these rules—the assessed valuation, 
as well as the numerical—apply unless you’re a city 
of over a million people,” he said. “So they made 
that caveat for New York City. But it’s very difficult 
to form districts outside of New York City because 
of that requirement of dual support in the petition 
phase.”

Efforts to sustain communities long term require 
that another central tenet of many state BID laws be 
addressed, LiMandri said. 

“[A district] should exist in perpetuity,” he said. “In 
many states they have five-year terms, seven-year 
terms, 10-year terms.”

According to the 2011 BID census, 68 percent of 
BIDs require periodic renewal by government and in 
64 percent of BIDs, the organization’s fee or assess-
ment expires after a certain period of time. Of the 
BIDs that require periodic renewal, 49 percent must 
be renewed every five years and 23 percent every 10 
years.17 

In New Jersey and New York, districts exist in perpe-
tuity, according to LiMandri. The Community Benefit 
District Act of 2016, if passed, would allow districts in 
Massachusetts to exist in perpetuity as well.

From Business Improvement to  
Community Benefit
LiMandri believes the changes in downtowns and 
transit-centered hubs ultimately require a rethink in 
the positioning of these districts.

“If I’m a hospital or a university, I’m not a business,” 
he said. “So if you change the name of the vehicle 
and say, ‘Look, it’s a special benefits district that 
everybody pays into and everybody benefits from.’ … 

it resonates so much better because it’s a much more 
user-friendly name and people get it much more. … 
So that’s why we’re changing the name in Massachu-
setts and changing the whole orientation. And every 
district that I do now in the state of California, I do 
a community benefit district to acknowledge the fact 
that our downtowns are becoming far more cultural 
and residential and, in some senses, ecumenical.”

Developing community benefit districts can help 
communities take a more comprehensive approach 
and move beyond an emphasis on ‘clean and safe,” 
LiMandri said.

“You can have the cleanest district in the country and 
the safest district but it doesn’t mean it’s going to be 
dynamic,” he said. “So the community benefit district 
says, ‘No, our downtowns are different animals than 
they were 20 years ago when this legislation was 
adopted nationwide … and now we really need to 
make a 21st century business improvement district 
piece of legislation that accommodates our new land 
uses and our new functions and the densities in our 
downtowns.’” 

Moreover, LiMandri contends, repositioning BIDs 
for modern needs should be a cause state legislators 
around the country should be able to get behind, 
regardless of where they live.

“Business improvement districts are antiquated 
forms of legislation that really don’t acknowledge 
what our downtowns are evolving into,” he said. “I 
think a CBD is a far more comprehensive approach 
to the financing of improvements in a downtown or 
an urban area.  … And I think that would resonate 
with every legislator because they know that their 
downtowns are becoming a focal point and what 
people remember about a state really in many ways 
are the cities. … If we can create a financing mecha-
nism that really enhances those urban core areas of 
downtowns that are over and above what the cities 
are providing, I think it’s something that people could 
embrace.”18

Sean Slone, Director of Transportation & Infrastructure Policy, 
sslone@csg.org
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 The League of Women Voters’ interview below, of Mr. Henry Fitts (City of Rochester Director of 

Innovation and Strategic Initiatives) discusses several initiatives and slated programs to address poverty 

in the City of Rochester. The programs are vital to tackling poverty throughout the City of Rochester, and 

its most poverty-stricken areas, such as the Lyell Avenue corridor and the Little Italy Historic District. 

 The City of Rochester and Little Italy Association would work collaboratively to implement the 

initiatives discussed below, (such as “Adult Mentoring”, “Family Independence” related programs,                 

“Van Pool”, “Employment / Training / Re-education” programs, and the “Market Driven Community 

Cooperatives Initiative” and related programs, as part of the envisioned Little Italy Historic District’s 

“Welcome Center” programs on Lyell Avenue (Welcome Center is discussed above) to fully address 

poverty along the Lyell Avenue corridor, one of the most impoverished areas of the City of Rochester.  

 

 

INTERVIEW:   HENRY FITTS 

May 26, 2017 

PANELIST AT WOMEN’s LEAGUE’S MAY 1ST  ANTI-POVERTY FORUM 

Henry Fitts is the director of the City of Rochester’s Mayor’s Office of Innovation and Strategic 

Initiatives.  In other words, he is the “data” guy whose department provides the analyses necessary to 

evaluate this ambitious Anti -Poverty Initiative.   The 45 minute conversation addressed three main 

topics.  We have been invited to return to continue our discussion and this will be in early fall. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:  It is an understatement to say the RMAPI goal of reducing poverty by 50% in 

15 years is daunting; most especially, because   it is an attempt to identify proven programs from around 

the country and use them to create a unique model that fits Rochester.  We observed that the leaders 

are just beginning to weave their initiatives together and developing processes as the occasion arises. 

One such change that has just taken place is the reorganization of the RMAPI board to take it out from 

under United Way’s wing into a separate entity. 

1. CURRENT STATUS OF INITIATIVES: 

a. Adult Mentoring Programs (Bridges to Success and Family Independence Initiative) 

• Bridges to Success 

i. Professional Mentor/Life coach model, to help clients address   barriers to self-sufficiency in all 

areas that are of concern; help do goal setting. 

ii. Beta testing of 50 households is due to finish by end of June. Current enrollment at 31. The 

results will be folded into Cohort 1, which includes 150 receiving service, and 150 in the comparison 

group (control) 



iii. June/July:  ramping up recruitment of  these 150 households for the Professional Mentoring and 

150 households as a control group for comparison of effectiveness of mentoring [this 2nd group will be 

referred to services without mentoring];   

iv. Major barrier to Recruiting:  households have little or no knowledge that this program is 

available so it takes time for explanations by the interviewing group, Flower City Americorps. 

• Family Independence Infinitive: 

i. Peer Mentoring model with groups of 6-10 families. Staff person helps facilitate meetings and 

data collection. Groups support one another and work together on goal setting  

ii. Recruiting is also underway for an additional 150 families 

b. CHILD CARE:  Discussed the need to coordinate increasing child care slots with needs of clients; 

agreed that a new job will often mean a new need for child care. RMAPI and partners have made official 

application for URI [Upstate Revitalization Initiative] funding and strong advocacy push for early 

childhood and childcare funding to be linked to the two Adult Mentor programs, and targeted in the 

same neighborhoods.  

c. OTHER INITIATIVES:   came out of RMAPI’s 2015 community engagement and summer 2016 

neighborhood survey of needs and barriers to employment; being developed by the City and endorsed 

by RMAPI.  These include: 

I. VAN POOL:  Program goal is to help connect workers to suburban job sites not well served by 

our existing public transit system.  Current status…servicing two employers outside of Rochester [del 

Lago and Pactiv]; vans are full.    Future…city expanding vanpool program in the fall of 2017 with 

$300,000 grant funding received from NYS Department of Transportation. Looking into ways to develop 

a more individual approach to transportation including car share. 

II. KIVA:  To increase availability of capital for neighborhood start-ups and small businesses through 

crowd-funding which is open to all people who want to contribute.  Provides loans up to $10,000 at 0% 

interest. To date over 31 loans for over $164,000 have been loaned in Rochester.  

III. MDCC Corp.: Market Driven Community Cooperatives Initiative is a new local non-profit 

dedicated to launching, growing, and supporting neighborhood-based, worker-owned cooperative 

businesses. MDCC Corp. and its subsidiary businesses have a mission to create living wage jobs and 

wealth building opportunities for residents of high poverty neighborhoods in the City of Rochester. As 

coop businesses, employees have the opportunity to become owners, providing them with decision 

making power in company operations and a stake in any profits.  MDCC Corp partners closely with local 

‘anchor institutions’ including U of R, RIT, Rochester Regional Health, and St. John Fisher to localize their 

spending and build businesses around their reliable source of demand. This project builds on the 

successful Evergreen Cooperatives model in Cleveland, OH which has created over 100 jobs in three 

profitable coop businesses. 

 

 

 



2. PROCESS OF FUNDING  

a. Funding comes from: 

i. [$100 million] from [URI] Upstate Revitalization Initiative [NYS Finger Lakes Economic 

Development Regional Council] Pathways to Prosperity. Awarded on project by project basis, requires 

local matching funding.  

ii. Private funders [i.e.  Greater Rochester Health Foundation; Farash Foundation; RACF; Wegman’s 

Foundation; United Way, Hillside, Home Leasing, ESL Foundation] Providing matching funding to unlock 

URI funding. For example, for adult mentoring, URI provided $1.5 million, private funders provided $1.5 

million. 

iii. [$2.7 million] Empire State Poverty Reduction Initiative (ESPRI)- supports RMAPI staff, RMAPI 

Board coordination, community wide policy/systems change efforts 

b. Catholic Family Center: selected by RMAPI to be lead agency and operate the Adult Mentor 

programs (Bridges to Success/Family Independence Initiative); manages the funding; we expressed 

desire to be provided with financial reports as they are developed. 

c. Funding is distributed on a “project by project” basis upon application to the Finger Lakes 

Regional Economic Development Council.  Pathways to Prosperity committee of the council helps review 

submissions and ensure there is no duplication of efforts, but does not score them. Ultimate funding 

decisions made by NYS staff in Albany. 

d. Requirements on applications listed in materials hosted on the Consolidated Funding 

Application portal (select URI funding source): https://apps.cio.ny.gov/apps/cfa/ 

 

3. ANALYSIS OF PROGRESS:    

a. Adult Mentor programs: University of Notre Dame Lab For Economic Opportunity engaged to 

evaluate Bridges to Success, funded by MIT J-PAL. City of Rochester Office of Innovation also involved in 

the evaluation. 

b. KIVA, Vanpool, and MDCC evaluations being overseen by Office of Innovation. 

c. RMAPI soon to establish community dashboard of high level outcome indicators that all 

programs, partners, and community organizations should be contributing to.  

d. RMAPI and implementing partners set goals and expected outcomes for each project and future 

funding depends on meeting these metrics. 



PHOTOS OF ADJACENT PROJECT AREAS  

MUTAL BENEFITS STATEMENT 

 Revitalization of the Little Italy Historic District and the Lyell Avenue Corridor Gateway area, would 

greatly benefit the influx of tourism and visitors, not only through Lyell Avenue, as a revitalized 

“destination place”, but also compliment and generate a mutual-exchange of visitors, shoppers, 

purchasing dollars, college-level students and millennials to the area’s retail stores, restaurants, shops, 

cafes, pharmacies, healthcare and food outlets -- both to and from important neighboring project areas, 

such as the planned Monroe Community College move to High Falls at Kodak’s headquarters building on 

State Street (pictured below, among other Gateway projects); and will increase critical traffic flow and 

visitors to the Genesee Brewery and High Falls Historic District, which area also adjacent to Little Italy.   

 The Little Italy Historic District is not a “creation” of a new Little Italy, but rather, a revitalization 

of a 150 year old historic district, which currently acts as Rochester’s principal Westside Gateway, 

ushering people, traffic, students and tourism through a vital area that sits directly adjacent to some of 

Rochester’s most targeted tourist and retail projects, as listed above (High Falls, MCC, Kodak and the 

Genesee Brewery).  Having such a poverty-stricken and unattractive Westside City Gateway leading traffic 

and people into some of the city’s most important areas, works directly against what has been developed 

in those neighboring projects by the City of Rochester and NY State, and must be addressed as a primordial 

and very urgent project, to enhance safety and the existing public realm and neighboring project base. 

 



Example Photos of Rochester’s “City Gate” Gateway Project 

 

 



District Signage Examples that could be used to mark the Lyell Gateway Entrance 

To Enhance its 150 year-old Historical Identity 

 
 

 



 



Benefits to Neighboring Towns and Businesses 

 The successful development of Lyell Avenue in the City of Rochester could spill over to 

benefit many businesses located along the same Lyell corridor in the neighboring and directly 

adjacent Town of Gates, which could become a second phase of development in future years.    

 The Little Italy Association and City of Rochester would also welcome and seek support 

from the Wegmans Foundation for this Lyell Avenue Corridor Gateway and Little Italy Historic 

District revitalization initiative, in view of the direct benefit it would bring to area residents, and 

to both large and small businesses directly adjacent to the historic district. The Wegmans 

Foundation is a very important local organization that is also a current top sponsor and supporter 

of Rochester’s Downtown Little Italy Festival, and it is among the private funders contributing to 

the local match required by the NYS Finger lakes Economic Development Regional 

Council/Upstate Revitalization Initiative for RMAPI.  We would welcome and seek other local 

foundation’s very kind support as well, such as LiDestri Foods and the Golisano Foundation. 

 

 


